
Discover & Experience Europe's Last Secret: Albania

Eight days filled with unique natural landscapes combined with the background story of the country and the influences of

various religions and politics.

Day - 3 Përmet

KORÇA – REHOVA – PËRMET (B, L, D)

After breakfast, a guided walk tour through the city of Korça and its well preserved traditional
market is planned. It used to be a trading market not only for domestic goods but also for
imported items originally from Turkey, Greece, Trieste and Venice. Stop then for a coffee
break at a very special bar just in the heart of the marked. It bears the name “Komiteti”, the
most important Institution of the Communist State. Different original carefully preserved
objects create a special atmosphere enabling a journey to the past, to another reality and
way of life. The explanations of your guide helps you to understand, go deeper and
experience it. The journey continues towards Rehova, a remote village just in the middle of
the mountains. As you walk through the cobblestone alleys it seems like in the Middle Ages.
Here, be a guest of a local family for lunch and taste the local dishes cooked in a strictly
traditional way using homemade local ingredients of the region of Korça. After lunch, transfer
to Përmet, where you will be guest of a family and get in contact with the real life of the
locals. Taste some homemade “raki” and confitures.
Overnight: Përmet 
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Inclusions

7 nights in your chosen accomodation

Meal as specified in itinerary(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L =

Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

FOR EXAMPLE:

- CityTour of Tirana

- lakeside walk along Lake Ohrid

- Food tour in Pogradec

- Cooking class in Korça

- Go river walking through the wild beauty of the Langarica

River and bathe in the natural thermal pools 

- Hike on the traces of Lord Byron

- Enjoy a guided tour of Gjirokastra – UNESCO World Heritage 

- Feel the Albanian iso-polyphony folk music – UNESCO World

Heritage 

- Visit a shepherd'shut and learn more about the cheese

production

- Visit the ruins of Butrinti - UNESCO World Heritage

- Hiking & Boat Tour of the Ionian Coast

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses or with public

transportation according to itinerary

English speaking tour guide

Admission fees according to itinerary

Exclusions

International flights
Meals other than mentioned in itinerary
Tours and Excursions other than
mentioned in itinerary
Early check-in and late check-out at hotels
Personal travel insurance
Personal expenses and tips for
driver/guides
Visa fees 
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